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Abstract 
In this paper we investigate several questions related to syntactic congruences and to minimal 
automata associated with w-languages. In particular we investigate relationships between the 
so-called simple (because it is a simple translation from the usual definition in the case of 
finitary languages) syntactic congruence and its infinitary refinement (the iteration congruence) 
investigated by Arnold (Theoret. Comput. Sci. 39 (1985) 333-335). We show that in both cases 
not every w-language having a finite syntactic monoid is regular and we give a characterization 
of those w-languages having finite syntactic monoids. 
Among the main results we derive a condition which guarantees that the simple syntactic 
congruence and Arnold’s syntactic congruence coincide and show that all (including infinite- 
state) w-languages in the Bore1 class F, n Gs satisfy this condition. We also show that all 
w-languages in this class are accepted by their minimal-state automaton - provided they are 
accepted by any Muller automaton. 
Finally we develop an alternative theory of recognizability of o-languages by families of 
right-congruence relations, and define a canonical object (much smaller then Arnold’s monoid) 
associated with every w-language. Using this notion of recognizability we give a necessary and 
suficient condition for a regular w-language to be accepted by its minimal-state automaton. 
1. Introduction 
The well-known Kleene-Myhill-Nerode theorem for languages states that a language 
U C C* is regular (rational), iff its syntactic right-congruence -U defined by 
x-_~y iflYvEC*:xvEU H yvElJ 
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has a finite index. In that case the right-congruence classes correspond to the states of 
the unique minimal automaton that accepts U. An equivalent condition is that the finer 
two-sided syntactic congruence C”U defined by 
x=uy iff VuEC*:uxNUuy 
has a finite index. Here the congruence classes correspond to the elements of the 
transformation monoid associated with the minimal automaton accepting U. 
As already observed by Trakhtenbrot [ 171 these same observations are no longer true 
in the case of o-languages (cf. also [6,9, 131). Here the class of w-languages having 
a finite syntactic monoid (so-called finite-state u-languages) is much larger than the 
class of w-languages accepted by finite automata (regular or rational w-languages) 
v31. 
Arnold [l] investigated a new concept of syntactic congruence (henceforth called 
the iteration congruence) for w-languages. As his results show, this concept yields a 
characterization of regular w-languages by finite monoids, but not in the same simple 
way as for finitary languages. 
As we shall see below, despite the fact that the iteration monoid is indeed more 
accurate (it is infinite for some o-languages which are finite-state but not regular), yet 
there are even non-Bore1 o-languages for which the iteration monoid is finite. To this 
end we shall derive a necessary and sufficient condition for an w-language for having 
a finite syntactic monoid in the sense of Arnold. 
As one of the main results we give a condition on w-languages that guarantees that 
the iteration syntactic congruence coincides with the simple one. We show that this 
condition holds for all (including those which are not finite-state) o-languages in the 
Borel-class F, n Ga. Not only in this sense does the class F, n Ga constitutes a “well- 
behaving” fragment of the o-languages: we show also that such o-languages once 
accepted at all by an automaton are accepted by their “minimal-state” automaton, that 
is, by the automaton isomorphic to their syntactic right-congruence thus extending the 
result in [13]. 
Finally, we introduce an alternative notion of recognizability by a family of right- 
congruence relations, and give a necessary and sufficient condition for a regular 
o-language to be acceptable by its minimal-state automaton. This theory complements 
the existing algebraic theory of recognition by monoids (two-sided congruences). 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we give the neces- 
sary definitions and notations. In Section 3 we investigate the properties of Arnold’s 
iteration congruence. Sections 4 and 5 are devoted to the proofs of two important 
properties of F, n Ga w-languages: the coincidence of Arnold’s congruence and the 
simple congruence, and the acceptability by the minimal-state automaton. In Sec- 
tion 6 (which can be read independently of Sections 3-5) we develop the theory of 
recognizability by right-congruences, and apply it to derive a necessary and suffi- 
cient condition for regular w-languages to be acceptable by their minimal-state 
automaton. 
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2. Preliminaries, congruences and automata 
By C* we denote the set (monoid) of finite words on a finite alphabet C, includ- 
ing the empty word e, let C+ denote Z:* - {e} and C” the set of infinite words 
(w-words). For an o-word CI = a( 1)1x(2). . , we will use a(i..j) to denote the sub-word 
a(i)a(i+ 1). . a(j). As usual we will refer to subsets of C* as languages and to subsets 
of Cw as o-languages. For u E C* and /I E C* UC” let up be their concatenation and 
let U” be the o-word formed by concatenating the word u infinitely often (provided 
u # e). The concatenation product extends in an obvious way to subsets U 2 Z* and 
B C_ C* UC”. For a language U c Z* let U* and U” denote, respectively, the set of 
finite and infinite sequences formed by concatenating words in U. By ]uJ, we denote 
the number of occurrences of the letter a E Z in the word u E C”. Finally u 5 1: and 
u + v denote the facts that u is a prefix and a proper prefix of v. 
An equivalence relation P is a congruence on C* if u N v implies xuy~xvy for 
all U, v,x, y E C*. We say that N is a right-congruence if u N u implies uy N vy for all 
u, U, y E C*. Clearly, every congruence is also a right-congruence. We will denote by 
[u] := {v : v E C* and u N U} the equivalence class containing the word u, and use (v) 
instead of [v] if the corresponding relation is a right-congruence. We will say that ‘u 
is fifinite when it has a finite index (or alternatively, the factor-monoid X*/z is finite), 
and that it is trivial when N is C* x C*. 
As in [l] we say that a congruence N covers an o-language E provided E = 
IJ {[u][v]~ : uv” E E} and we say that an o-language E is regular provided there is 
a finite congruence N which covers E. This is in fact equivalent to the condition that 
E = lJy=, & . y” for some n E N and regular languages E$, K cX*. 
The natural (Cantor-) topology on the space Cw is defined as follows. A set E C_ 1” 
is open iff it is of the form UP, where U C C” (in other words, j? E E iff it has a prefix 
in U). A set is closed if its complement is open or equivalently if its elements do not 
have any prefix in some U’ C C*. The class GJ consists of all countable intersections 
of open sets. A set is in F, if its complement is in Gb. Thus an F,-set can be written 
as a countable union of closed sets. The rest of the Bore1 hierarchy is constructed 
similarly. We note here in passing that every regular w-language is contained in the 
Boolean closure of the Bore1 class F,. Additional material on w-languages appears in 
[3-5,9, 12, 14, 16, 181. 
Definition 1 (Syntactic Congruences). Let E C 27” be an w-language. We associate 
with E the following equivalence relations on C*: 
l Syntactic right-congruence: 
x~~y iff V/IEP(x/?EE H yflEEj (11 
0 Simple syntactic congruence: 
xzEy iff VUEC*(U.XNEU~) (2‘) 
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0 Infinitary syntactic-congruence: 
x=E y iff %.&V E x*(U(XV)” E E + U(yU)w Ef?) (3) 
(Here we tacitly assume that neither XV nor yv are empty.) 
l Arnold’s iteration syntactic-congruence: 
x%Ey iff XNEYAXMEY (4) 
By definition N refines N and !Z refines both N and M. In the general case N and 
M are incomparable, since they refer to two different kinds of interchangeability of x 
and y. The following examples give evidence of this fact. 
Example 1. Let El := {a,bb}*aw. Then a =E, bb but a $E, bb. Hence Arnold’s and the 
simple syntactic congruence associated with El are distinct. 
Example 2. For E2 := abcW we have a $4EZ b but a ME2 b. (Nevertheless, since E2 is 
a closed w-language as the discussion following Theorem 10 shows, =E2 and %EZ 
coincide). 
We shall see later that some conditions on E imply that = refines M. An o-language 
E such that NE (or equivalently, NE) is finite is called jinite-state. 
A deterministic Muller automaton is a quintuple SZ! = (Z, Q, 6,qo, F) where C is 
the input alphabet, Q is the state space, 6 : Q x C + Q is the transition function, qo the 
initial state and Y G 2Q is a family of accepting subsets (the table). By Inf(d, c() we 
denote the subset of Q which is visited infinitely many times while d is reading a E P’. 
The o-language accepted/recognized by .& is {a E C” : I$(&, LX) E F}. According to 
the Btichi-McNaughton theorem an w-language is regular iff it is recognized by some 
deterministic finite-state Muller automaton. 
With every right-congruence relation we can associate an automaton, and in particular 
with the relation NE for a given m-language E: 
Definition 2 (Minimal-state automaton). Let E be an o-language and let -E be its 
syntactic right-congruence (Definition 1). Its minimal-state automaton is 
&E := (& Q, 6, 40) 
where Q:={(U) : u E Z*}, qo := (e), and &(~),a) := (~a). 
Here, in contrast to the language case, not every (regular) w-language E can be 
accepted by its minimal-state automaton &s. For example, the minimal-state automaton 
of {a, b}*aw has only one state and does not accept {a, b}*a”, whereas there are several 
non-isomorphic two-state Muller automata accepting {a, b}*aw (cf. [I 1, 13, 141). 
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3. Some observations on the iteration congruence 
In this section we show that despite the fact that SE provides additional information 
on E which is missing from YE, still it fails to characterize the regular w-languages 
in contrast to N for languages. 
Fact 1. There are o-languages which are jinite-state while their iteration monoid is 
infinite. 
Proof. Let the language V & {a, b}* be defined by the equation 
V=aUbV*. 
Alternatively, V may be defined as the language consisting of those words v E C* satis- 
fying Iv], = lvlb+ 1 and 1~1~ < Iu]~ for every u + v. Let E := V”. Then one easily verifies 
E = VE = (a U bV*)E = {a, b}E. Thus u NE v for every u, v E {a, b}* and NE is trivial. 
In order to show that EE is infinite we prove that (bia’+‘)w E E and (bja’+‘)” 6 E, 
that is 6’ FE bj for 0 <i < j. 
Since b’a’+’ E V, we have (b’a’+’ )” E VCO = E. On the other hand every word in V 
contains more occurrences of a than of b. Consequently, j > i implies that the o-word 
(b jai+’ )” has no prefix in V, whence (bj&’ )” $ VP 2 E. 0 
The second observation (as already noted in [l]) is that, in general, the finiteness of 
=E does not guarantee regularity of E: 
Fact 2. The w-language Ult = {uvw : u E C*, v E C’) of all ultimately periodic 
o-words has a trivial syntactic monoid, that is xr~t~y for every x, YE C*, hut is 
not regular. 
Next we investigate the question which o-languages have a finite syntactic monoid 
in the sense of Arnold. To this aim we show that with every w-language E we can 
associate in a canonical way an o-language FE which is covered by SE. Define 
FE = u {[u][v]” : UP E E} 
where [.I denotes a congruence class of GE. The following statement holds true. 
Lemma 3. E n Ult = FE fl Ult. 
Proof. By definition E n Ult s FE fl Ult. Let xyw E FE. Then there are u, v such that 
uv” E E and xy” E [u][v]~. From this we can obtain words yi and y2 such that y = yl yz, 
and natural numbers i, j,m and n such that xy’yi E [u][v]~ and yz yjyi E [v]“. 
Since E,s is a congruence, it follows that xy’y~ =E uvm and yzyjyi %E v” and, be- 
cause UV~(U”)~ = uu” E E by the definition of ZE, also xy’yi( y2yjyi)w = xy” E E. 0 
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Theorem 4. For is jinite ifSE is jinite-state 
and there is a regular o-language F such that En Ult = F II Ult. 
Proof. Let E be finite-state and let the regular o-language F satisfy E fl UZt = F f? Ult. 
It can be easily verified that x eE y and x S~~u[t y imply x EE y and thus !x_E n SF 
C 2~. But the congruences 21,s and ZF are both finite and so is g,s. Conversely, let 
=E be finite. Then FE is a regular o-language satisfying En Ult = FE fl Ult. 0 
In [ 131 it was shown that the cardinality of the set {E : EVE is finite} is 22No, in 
particular, there are already as many subsets of C” whose simple syntactic monoid is 
trivial. The following claim shows that the same is true in the case of +: 
Claim 5. There are 22No w-languages having a trivial iteration congruence. 
Proof. Since the set {E : “E is trivial} is closed under Boolean operations, any co- 
language F for which ZF is trivial splits in a unique way into a disjoint union 
(F U Ult) U (F - UZt) where for both parts N is trivial. As Ult is countable, there 
are at most 2No distinct parts of the form F n Ult. Consequently, there are 22No o- 
languages E C P - Ult such that !xE is trivial. But for every such E ME is trivial and 
hence the iteration syntactic congruence of E is trivial; this proves our assertion. 0 
Given that a Bore1 class in Cw contains only 2 no sets and that there are only count- 
ably many Bore1 classes [7], it follows that there are w-languages E even beyond the 
Bore1 hierarchy for which EE is trivial. This is in sharp contrast with the Myhill- 
Nerode theorem where the finiteness of the syntactic monoid implies the regularity of 
the language. 
4. The case when N and 2 coincide 
In Theorem 2 1 of [ 131 it was proved that every finite-state o-language E & Cw which 
is simultaneously in the Bore1 classes F, and GJ is regular. Our aim is to show that 
this very condition also guarantees that the iteration congruence of E coincides with 
the simple syntactic congruence of E. It is remarkable that this condition holds for all 
o-languages in F, n Gg not only for those which are finite-state. 
First let us mention the following simple properties of the congruences ?E and gE: 
Fact 6. For every u E z*, x, y E C+: 
1. Ifx zE y then u{x, y}*xw fl E # 8 implies u{x, y}*x” g E 
2. Zf x + y then u{x, y}*xw n E # 8 implies u{x, y}* yw C E. 
Now we obtain the following necessary and sufficient condition under which the 
congruences NE and EE coincide: 
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Lemma 7. Let E 2 C”. Then YE = EE if and only if the following condition holds 
V’~EC* Vx,y~C+(x”-my + (u{x,y}*PCE --) u{x,y}*y~nE#@)). 
Proof. Clearly, the condition is necessary. In order to show its sufficiency we assume 
x FE y, and we show that then 
Vu, 0 E C*(u(xu)” E E -+ u(yv)“’ E E) 
that is, the additional condition for %E is satisfied. 
If x NE y and u(xz))~ E E then XVZ_E yu, and by the above claim it holds also 
u{xv, y~}*(xv)~ C E. Now our condition implies u{xv, y~}*(yu)~ n E # 0. Again the 
above claim shows that u(yu)” E E. fl 
As an immediate consequence we obtain the following simple sufficient condition. 
To express it we define: 
Definition 3. An w-language E has the period exchange property (or is period ex- 
changing) provided for all u E C*, X, y E C+ the inclusion u{x, y}*xw GE implies that 
~{x,.~}*~~nEf0. 
Corollary 8. Zf E has the period exchange property then =E = ZE. 
In order to prove the announced statement for w-languages in the Borel-class F, n Gs 
we recall that for every w-language E E G6 there exists a language U E C* such that 
for every j3 E F”, p E E iff p has infinitely many prefixes in U. Using this we can 
show the following. 
Lemma 9. Every o-language E in the Borel-class F, n Gs has the period exchange 
property. 
Proof. Since both E and its complement are in Ga, there exist two languages I/ 
and U’ such that every o-word in E has infinitely many prefixes in U and every 
w-word not in E has infinitely many prefixes in U’. Suppose that for some u,x, y E C*, 
u{x, y}*x” 2 E and u{x, y}* yw C_ Co - E. 
Since ux* E E there is a number kl such that uxkl has a prefix in U, and since 
uxklyW $ E, the word ux y k1‘I has a prefix in U’ for some 11. Next we consider ~x~ly’~x~ 
E E: there must be some k2 such that ux y x k1‘1 k2 has at least two prefixes in U, etc. Re- 
peating this alternating argument, we construct an infinite sequence ~x~ly’l . . .~~~y’~ . 
having infinitely many prefixes in U and infinitely many prefixes in U’ and thus be- 
longing simultaneously to E and to its complement. q 
This implies: 
Theorem 10. For every w-language E E F, n Gg, and every x, y E C* x YE y @x 2~ y. 
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Note that the converse of Lemma 9 is not true in general: the w-language Ult is 
period exchanging, but not in Gs. However, for regular o-languages the converse is 
also true, - a similar observation was made in Theorem 9 of [ 191 (cf. also Theorem 
6.2 of [20]). 
Lemma 11. Every 
n Gs. 
Proof. From [ 151 (cf. also [ 181) it is known that a regular o-language E is in F, n Gs 
iff it is accepted by a finite-state Muller automaton d using a family of accepting 
subsets .Y having the following property: if T E .Y and T fl T’ # 0 then T’ E 9. 
Let E be a regular period exchanging o-language accepted by a finite Muller automa- 
ton d = (Z, Q, 6, qo, f), and let T E 5 be an accepting subset and let T’ be another 
subset such that q E T fl T’ for some q E Q and Inf(d, <) = T’ for some r E P. Among 
the o-words whose Inf is T there is a word uxw satisfying S(q0, u) = q, 6(q,x) = q and 
T = {&(q,x’) :x’ 5x). Similarly there is a word y such that 6(q, y) = q and T’ = {6(q, 
y’): y’< y}. One can see that for every tl E U{X, y}*P, Inf(zZ,a) = T and thus 
u{x, y}*_P GE and since E is period exchanging, we have some p E U{X, y}*yV E. 
But Inf (&, /?) = T’ and, hence, T’ must also be in F. 0 
Although it follows from Claim 5 that N and g coincide for some non-Bore1 sets, 
in general even for regular co-languages in the Bore1 class F, it happens that s1 and 
2 may not coincide (cf. Example 1). On the other hand the following example shows 
a regular w-language in F, where N and S coincide; yet the language is not period 
exchanging: 4 
Example 3. Let E3 := {a, b}*a” U ca”. Then MEW has as congruence classes a* and 
{a, b, c}* - a*, and the inclusion NE3 C ME3 is easily verified. 
On the other hand {a, b}*aw &Es but {a, b}*b” n E3 = 0. 
5. Acceptance by minimal-state automata 
In this section we will show that o-languages in F, n GJ have another important 
property, namely they are accepted by their minimal-state automaton. Again, this prop- 
erty is true for arbitrary w-languages, not necessarily finite-state, provided that they 
can be accepted at all by a Muller automaton. The last reservation is in order because, 
as we show below, not every o-language, even those in F, fl Gd can be accepted by a 
Muller automaton. 
For a given automaton d we will denote {p : Inf(&, p) = 0) by s&‘~ and {p : Inf(&, 
fi) = 0) by E”, where J&‘E is the minimal-state automaton of E. 
4 A first example of this kind was obtained by Th. Wilke (personal communication). 
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Claim 12. An o-language E can be accepted by the Muller automaton JZZ = (C, Q, 
6,qo.T) only ifE”CE or EOnE=O. 
Proof. Clearly any Muller automaton can accept E only if dQz” C: E or En d0 = 0. 
Since any automaton d accepting E refines JZZ’E we have E0 & ,dO and the result 
follows. 0 
Claim 12 is irrelevant in the case of a finite-state automaton JZZ because then E” = 0. 
But the following example shows that for an infinite-state automaton &? the set E0 may 
indeed be non-empty. 
Example 4. Let < := aba2b2a3b3 . . . . Clearly, E4 = { 0 is not finite-state, more exactly, 
we have u $JE, v whenever u 4 5 and u -X v, and u -,& v when both u and v are not 
prefixes of 5. Thus E4 = Et. 
We continue with an example of a simple o-language not accepted by a Muller 
automaton. 
Example 5. Let 5:=aba2b2a3b3. .., let q:= bab2a2b3a3 . . and consider the o- 
language Es = { 0 U (bP - {q}). In the same way as above one obtains {t} U { ty} = Ef 
and Claim 12 shows that ES cannot be accepted by any Muller automaton. 
Note that, in this case, Es is the union of the closed set {<} and the open set 
(bC” - {y}), hence in F, n Gs. Moreover, since similar to Example 4, the o-languages 
(bCW - {v}), (Cm - 1~))~ and (0 U bz” are accepted by their corresponding minimal- 
state automata, Example 5 shows that the class of o-languages accepted by arbitrary 
Muller automata is not closed under union and intersection (though it is obviously 
closed under complementation). 
Having demonstrated this phenomenon we will show that o-languages in F, n Gs 
which are accepted by Muller automata are already accepted by their minimal-state 
automata. First we mention a property of the right congruence -E for o-languages 
E E F, n G6 which follows from results of [ 131. For the sake of completeness we shall 
give the proof in Appendix A. 
Lemma 13. If E C CW is in F, n Gd then 
E=(EnE”)U U E(u) 
uEPref(E) 
where Prey(E) = {u : E fl uCw # 0) and E(u) = {p : u + /3 A tlv(v 5 @ -+ ELx(vx NE u))}. 
Observe that here vx need not be a prejx of /3. 
This is a stronger property than the one given in [2] for saturating right congruences 
of regular o-languages E E F, n Gg. Compare also to the Landweber right congruences 
for regular o-languages E E Gg derived in [8]. 
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In case E0 GE we obtain that the condition u 4 /3 can be removed in the definition 
of a E E(u). 
Lemma 14. If E C Co is in F, n Gg and E0 GE, then 
E=E’u U E’(u) 
u E h..(E) 
where E’(u) = {p : V’u(o $ /I + 3x(11x NE u))}. 
Proof. Since E(u) C E’(u) for every U, we have E =EO U UE(u) C_ E0 U UE’(u). 
To show the other side of the inclusion assume /3 E E’(u) for some u E Pref(E). If 
/I E E0 then /3 E E and we are done. Otherwise we have /I = ~1~2.. . such that for all i, 
Yl * . . yi -E yl. Since there is a word x such that ylx -E U, we also have yi E Pref(E) 
and j3 E E’(yl) with yl < /I, in other words, /3 E E( yl). 0 
The condition E0 s E is indeed essential for removing u + /I in the definition of 
E(u). Consider e.g. E := P - E4. Here E’(e) = Cw $ E. 
Theorem 15. Let E E F, n Ga such that either E0 C E or E nEO = 0. Then E is ac- 
cepted by its minimal-state automaton J&. 
Proof. We observe that the class of all subsets of Cw acceptable by Muller automata 
as well as the class F, fl Gs are closed under complementation. So we may assume 
without loss of generality that E0 C E. From Lemma 14 it follows that E = E0 U 
U uEP,,efcEj E’(u). So for every u we let T,, = {(u) : 3x(ux -E u)} and let YU be 2T” - (8). 
Clearly, for every a E Co, a E E’(u) - E” iff Inf(&E,a) E &, so by letting Y=(0) U 
U 1( E PrefcEj Fu we can make &,s accept E. 0 
Since for a finite-state w-language E the set E0 is always empty, our theorem yields 
as an immediate consequence the assertion of Theorems 21 and 24 of [ 131. 
Corollary 16. Zf E is a jinite-state o-language in F, n Gs then E is regular and is 
accepted by its (Jinite) minimal-state automaton z.zZ~. 
Note that Example 1 shows that this condition (E being in F, n Gg) is not a necessary 
one: 
Example 1 (continued). Theorem 10 and Example 1 prove that El $2 F, n Ga (In fact 
El is in F,, since it is a countable set, hence El $! GB.), but it is easily verified that 
&&, accepts El (cf. [13, Example 1]).5 
5 N. Gutleben (personal communication) showed that arbitrary high degrees of Wagner’s [ 181 hierarchy 
contain regular o-languages E accepted by s&. 
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Next we will provide a necessary condition for an w-language E to be acceptable 
by its minimal-state automaton ZZZE. This condition is based on a relation between ME 
and 21~ and is valid for arbitrary (not necessarily regular) w-languages. 
Let us define a congruence relation based on -E which refines ?!E by considering 
two words to be equivalent only if they have the same set of right-factors (modulo NE). 
Definition 4 (Factorized congruence). The factorization of NE is a congruence -i 
defined as x-z y iff Vu E C* 
1. uxNEUy and 
2. Vu(u 4x --$ 3u’(u’ $ y A uu NE uu’)) and 
3. Vu’(u’ 4 y + 3u(v $x A Uz, NE UV’)). 
It is more intuitive to see the meaning of this relation in terms of the minimal-state 
automaton JZ&. Here x -z y iff from every state q both x and y lead to the same 
state while visiting the same set of states. (Observe that x 21~ y iff from every state 
q of &‘E both x and y lead to the same state without necessarily visiting the same 
set of intermediate states). One can see that u NE u and x-g y imply that for every z, 
Inf(s$E, Us) =Inf(&E, u(yz)“). A similar refinement of the right congruence re- 
lated to a deterministic automaton was introduced in [2] as the cycle congruence of an 
automaton. 
Claim 17. An o-language E can be accepted by its minimal-state automaton &‘E 
using Muller condition only if x -2 y implies x ME y for all x, y E C*. 
Proof. Suppose that x-g y and x $E y, that is, for some x-i y, there exist u, u 
such that u(xu)O E E and u(yu)” $! E. But xv-i yu, hence Inf(&E, u(xu)“) = Inf(&E, 
u(yt~)“), and &‘E cannot accept E. 0 
The condition of the previous claim fails to be sufficient. To this end consider again 
Example 3. 
Example 3 (continued). One verifies that && cannot accept E3 = {a, b}*aw U caw. 
But in virtue of -& G NED and CXE, 2 FZE, we have -& 5 FZ”E~. 
Intuitively the reason is that N& is too refined: a +z, b because ca +E, cb and yet 
Inf(&E,aaw)=Inf(&E,abW). In the next section we will introduce more suitable defi- 
nitions for that purpose. Recalling that NE, and SEX coincide, we can conclude that the 
questions whether J$E accepts E and whether NE and %E coincide, being both related 
to the study of syntactic congruences, are likewise independent (cf. also Appendix B). 
6. Recognition by right-congruences 
In this section we will develop an alternative theory of recognition of o-languages 
by right-congruence relations, as a complement to the recognition by two-sided con- 
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gruences (monoids) described in [ 1,3, 12,161. Using this theory we give a necessary 
and sufficient condition for a regular o-language to be accepted by its minimal-state 
automaton. 
Definition 5 (Family of right-congruences). A family of right-congruences (FORC) is 
a pair W = (-, {~~}(~)~z*+) such that: 
1. N is a right-congruence relation. 
2. wtl is a right-congruence relation for every (u) E CI*/-. 
3. For all u,x, y E J?*, x-~ y implies 24.x N uy. 
As we can see, a FORC consists of a “leading” relation N and a relation associated 
with each of its classes. We will denote classes of N by (u) and classes of -U by 
(v),. A FORC is finite if all the right-congruences are of finite index. As in the case 
of finite congruences, the following factorization property holds: 
Lemma 18. Let 92 be a jinite FORC. Then every o-word a has a factorization 
CC=UV~V~,... such that viNUvi+l and uviNu for all i >O. 
Proof. (Along the same lines of the proof of Lemma 2.2 in [16] for congruences, 
cf. also Section 2.3 of [12]). Let CI =u/? such that (u) is a class of N that ap- 
pears infinitely often in a and let J = {jl, j2 , . . .} be an increasing sequence of in- 
dices such that u/?(l..ji) - u for every i. Next we define an equivalence relation on 
N: IEt ,p 122 if for some m > nl,n2 P(nl..m)NUp( nz..m) (in other words, positions nt 
and 122 “merge” after m). By the finiteness of -u,w~ is finite too, so we can take an 
infinite sub-sequence of indices K = {kl, k2,. . .} C J such that ki < ki+l and ki + 1 ,B 
ki+l + 1, that is, for every i there is some mi > ki+l + 1 such that B(ki + l..mi)-, 
B(ki+l + l..mi). Finally we take a sub-sequence of indices L = { Zt,Z2,. .} C K such that 
for some v,p(Zt + l..Zi) E (v), f or every i, and p(Zi + 1 ..m) wU /?(Zi+t + l..m) for some 
m 6 Zi+2. 
Let Vi I= B(Zi + I..Zi+t). Then ~1 . . * vi wU V. 
By definition of &r it also implies /?(Zi + l..Zi+z) mU p(Zi+t + l..Zi+z), that is Vivi+r wU 
Vi+t, SO, by induction, for every i > l,p(Zi + l..Zi+t)=vi E (v)~ and together with 
ZJ/?( l..Zt ) - u we have the desired factorization. 0 
Definition 6 (Recognition by FORCs). An o-language E is covered by a FORC 94?:= 
(N,{N~}(~)~~.,~) if it can be written as a union of sets of the form (,)((v)~)~ 
such that UVNU. An w-language E is saturated by W if for every u,v such that 
uv-v,(u)((~)~)“flE#(b implies (u)((v)~)“&E. An o-language E is recognized by 
9 if it is both covered and saturated by it. 
As for congruences, in the special case of finite FORCs, covering and saturation 
coincide. 
Lemma 19. A jinite FORC 9 covers an o-language E if and onZy if it saturates E. 
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Proof. (See also proof of Lemma 1.1 in [ 11). Saturation implies covering by virtue of 
the Factorization Lemma 18. Now we show that covering implies saturation: Suppose 
(r4((&)“nE#0. S’ mce (u)((u)~)~ n E is regular it contains an ultimately-periodic 
word xyw. Since y is finite we have xyw=zlz5j, where ZI =xy”‘yi, z2 = y2yn2 yl, 
y=yiy2, zr ~uvml -u and 22~,,tP. Since (u)((v)~)~ C (UP)< (v~*)~)~, by covering 
we have (u)<(v),)” C E. Cl 
Next we will show how every deterministic automaton A$’ =(C, Q, 6,qo) defines an 
associated FORC that bears important information about the transition structure of the 
automaton. For every q E Q and u E C* we will denote by Vis(q, u) the set of states vis- 
ited by the automaton while reading u starting at q, and let MSCC(q) : = {q’: Ytx(o(q,x) 
= q’) A 3y(o(q’, y) = q)} be the set of states that share with q the same maximal 
strongly connected component in the transition graph of d. 
Definition 7 (The FORC of an automaton). Let d = (C, Q, 6, qo) be a deterministic 
automaton. The FORC associated with d is %‘d = (-, {-U}(U) E Z*iN) defined as: 
1. X-Y 8 &q0,x>=&q0,y) 
2. xNUy iff Vis(q,x) n MSCC(q’) = Vis(q, y) n MSCC(q’) whenever 6(qo, u) = q 
and 6(q,x) = 6(q, y) = q’. 
In other words x and y are congruent from q = 6(qo, u) if they lead to the same 
state, and if they visit the same set of states which the automaton may still visit in the 
future. It is easily verified that 93d is indeed an FORC. 
Claim 20. Two co-words have the same Inf in & if and only if they have equivalent 
.%.d-factorizations into (u)((v)~)~ with uv - u. 
Proof. Let c( be any o-word such that Znf(d,cr)= T = {ql,. . . ,qm} and let ii be the 
first occurrence of q1 in the run of the automaton over a after all the states in Q - T 
have disappeared. For every k > 1 let ik be the first occurrence of q1 such that all 
the states in T occurred between positions ik__l and ik. By letting u =a(l..il) and 
Vk = a(& + 1 .&+I ) we obtain the desired factorization. Conversely it is immediate to 
see that such a factorization determines Znf(&,a). 0 
Corollary 21. A Muller automaton d can accept E if and only if its FORC 9.d 
recognizes E. 
Proof. If 9& does not recognize E there must be some c1 E E and j? 4 E having the 
same Znf and d cannot accept E. If Rd recognizes E then for every T E 2Q all the 
words c1 E Cm such that Znf (Se, cl) = T have an identical factorization, and thus the set 
Y of accepting subsets can be determined consistently. 0 
Theorem 22 (“Myhill-Nerode” theorem for o-languages). An w-language is regular 
zf and only tf it is recognized by a finite FORC. 
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Proof. The only-if part follows from Corollary 21. Suppose E is recognized by a 
FORC. Since every set (a) and (u), is regular, every finite union of sets of the form 
(~)((a),)” is, by definition, o-regular. 0 
The next step is to define a partial order among FORCs. 
Definition 8. Let a=(-, {~u}+,)EZ*IN) and ~‘=(“‘,{“:}(U)E~.IN,) be two FORCs. 
We say that 33” refines 9(9%? < 9) if 
1. Vx,,y~C*(x~‘y-+~~y), and if N’ = N then 
2. ~u,x,yEC*(nN:y~XNUy). 
Thus FORCs are ordered primarily with respect to their leading relations, and the 
right congruences associated with the classes of the leading relation are used only to 
distinguish FORCs having the same leading relation. 6 
Definition 9 (Syntactic FORC). Let E be a regular w-language. The syntactic FORC 
associated with E is 9~ = (NE, {x~}(~)~~.,,_~) where NE is the syntactic right-cong- 
ruence of E and for every u, x xU y iff 
1. UNEUy and 
2. ~u(uEC*Auxv-,~--)(~(xu)*EE~~(yu)~fE)). 
One can see that +, is coarser than the infinitary syntactic congruence M in two 
respects: 
1. It does not quantify over all u (just those in (a)), and 
2. it does not quantify over all ZI, only over those for which xv (and hence also yu) 
makes a cycle from (u). 
Lemma 23. Any regular w-language E is recognized by its syntactic FORC 9~. 
Proof. (We prove it similarly to Lemma 2.2 in [l]). Suppose the contrary, i.e., 
(~)((v)Z’nE#0 but (~)(($J“ 5X f or some U,U satisfying UUNE u. Then by regu- 
larity there exist uuw E E and xyw E (u)((u)~)” - E. Due to the finiteness of y there 
exist some m,n such that xyw =zxi . . .x,&l . . . JJ,,)~ with z NE u and xi M,, yj W, v for 
every i < m, j < n. This implies that zxi . . .x, -E u and yi . . _ yn M, u” and thus by 
the definition of M,,, zxi . . .x,(yl . . . yn)w E E if Us E E which means xyW E E, a 
contradiction. 0 
Theorem 24. For every regular w-language E, its syntactic FORC 9~ is the largest 
FORC recognizing it. 
Proof. Let 93 = (-, {- } U (U)EEI,N) be a FORC recognizing E and let 3! >9&. Then 
- > -E, or N =NE and N~I)Z~ for some uf C*. 
6 As N. Klarlund (personal communication) pointed out 2 2 N, in general, does not imply -L C wU. 
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First, suppose that for some X, y we have x N y but x 7LE y, that is, for some CI E Z”, 
xa E E but YE $! E. But then xa has a factorization xc( =uviv2,. . . where x < u and 
Vi E (v),. Since x - y, ya has an equivalent factorization yc! = u’vi ~2, . with u’ - u and 
thus we have shown (u)((v)~)” contains both XCI and ya contrary to the assumption 
that 9 recognizes E. 
Suppose now that - = NE and for some u,x, y we have x wU y but x gU y. This 
means that there is some z such that wcz NU~Z-u and GLEE but u(yz)“$!E. 
Since -U is a right-congruence we also have xz -,, yz and thus (u)((xz)~)~ contains 
both members and non-members of E, again, contrary to the assumption that 9? rec- 
ognizes E. 0 
Applying this result to the FORC associated with an automaton we get: 
Corollary 25. A Muller automaton d can accept a regular o-language E if and only 
if its associated FORC gd refines the syntactic FORC BE. 
In particular, considering the minimal-state automaton of E, &E, its corresponding 
FORC can be rephrased as follows: 
Definition 10 (Automatic-Syntactic FORC). Let E be a regular o-language. The auto- 
matic-syntactic FORC associated with E is 9&, =(NE, {w~}(~)~c*,~~) where NE is 
the syntatic right-congruence of E and for every u, x-z y iff 
1. wc-guy and 
2. ‘dv(v $XA !lz(uxz NE ~a)+ 3u’(v’ < y A uv NE uv’)) and 
3. tiv’(v’~yA3z(uyz~~Uu’)~(3V(v<xXAv~~UV’)). 
This is just a reformulation of Definition 7 but in an automaton-free manner. As a 
direct application we can give an exact characterization of those regular o-languages 
that can be accepted by their minimal-state automaton. 
Theorem 26. Let E be a regular o-language &?\E =(wE, {q,}(U)Ez.,NE) be its syntac- 
tic FORC (Dejinition 9) and let B?d, = (NE, {-,*}~u)Ez*l,_,) be its automatic-syntactic 
FORC (Dejnition 10). E can be accepted by the automaton &e ij’ and only iffor all 
u,x,yEC*,x~U*y impliesxz:,y. 
Proof. It follows from Corollary 25. 0 
As an illustration consider once more E3 = {a, b}*aW U caW. Now we have a -,* b 
but a $a b and for this reason && cannot accept E3. 
On the other hand consider E = a* b{b U aa}*ab”. The methods developed in [ 181 
prove that E E F, - Ga, hence E 6 F, n Ga. Here the classes of NE are (e) = a*, (b) = a*b 
{bUab*a}* and (ba) =a*b{bUab*a}*ab *. Table 1 depicts the congruence classes 
of {-,*} and {Mu} for (u) E C*/ NE and one can, indeed, see that the condition of 
Theorem 26 is satisfied, E = (ba)( (b)t,a)w and J& accepts E. 
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It can be easily verified that for o-languages having the period exchange property the 
hypothesis of Theorem 26 is trivially satisfied. Hence in connection with the Lemmas 9 
and 11 we obtain an alternative proof of Corollary 16. 
Unlike Theorem 10, our Theorem 26 and also Lemma 23 in general do not hold for 
arbitrary o-languages: Consider, e.g., the o-language Ult defined above. Since wult is 
trivial and Ult contains all ultimately periodic o-words, also the congruences -,* and 
M, are trivial. Hence, x-z y implies x q y, but &ulr does not accept Ult. 
The introduction of the FORC concept may have significance beyond the proof of 
the above theorem. Up to now the only syntactic characterization of o-languages was 
by means of a two-sided congruence and the lack of the other half of a Myhill-Nerode 
theorem was believed to be an inherent feature of the theory of co-languages - we have 
shown that this is not the case. From a practical point of view, although the iteration 
congruence EE (which is the intersection of NE with {=u}(U)Er.,NE) has a simpler 
definition, its size might be exponentially larger, and there are situations7 where the 
right-congruences are the right congruences. 
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Appendix A. Proof of Lemma 13 
As it was announced in Section 5 we give a proof of Lemma 13: 
7 For example, when we want to learn an w-language from examples as in [lo]. 
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If E 5 Cw is simultaneously an F,- and a Ga-set then 
E=(EnE’)u u {fl: W -x pAk4(u$~ + 3v (uv NE W))}. 
WEPWf(E) 
To this end we introduce some notation. We call an o-language D 2 Cw strongly 
connected iff 
Vu (u E Pref(D) 4 3v (v E Z*A uv ho e)), 
that is, for every u which is a finite prefix of some o-word [ED there is a v E .Y* 
such that D n uv Cw = uvD. 
This notion corresponds to the strong connectivity of the partial automaton &A 
which is obtained from the minimal-state automaton z$~ by deleting the state (dead 
sink) (G) = {w :w $! Pref(D)}. 
With D we associate the following o-language b 
d:={[:V,u(~ 4 5 -+ 3v(uv NDe))}, (A.1) 
and its connected part en(D) (cf. also [13]). 
cn(D):==Dnd. (A.2) 
Remark. In (A.l) we can likewise replace the quantifier Vu by 3O”u (there are infinitely 
many 2.8). 
Since D = Zw - {w : VU (wu #De)} . F”, the o-language b is closed. 
Moreover, we have the following. 
Fact 27. Let for D C ,P the w-language fi be dejned as above. Then W-D w’ implies 
w -5 w’ and w wcn(~) w’. 
Proof. Let w ND w’. In order to show w -,J w’, by symmetry it suffices to verify 
that wfl ED implies w’fi E d. Now let (Ui)iEN be an infinite family of finite pre- 
fixes of j3 such that Vi3vi(wuivi ND e). Then in view of w ND w’ we have also 
Vi 3v,(w’uivi -D e). Hence w’P ED. 
Now w -a,(~) w’ follows from (A.2). ci 
Furthermore, the connected part en(D) has the following properties (cf. [13, Lemma 
16 and Proposition 171). 
Lemma 28. (1) en(D) is a strongZy connected w-language. 
(2) If en(D) is nonempty and closed then en(D) =D. 
Proof. (1) Let w E Pref(cn(D)) = Pref(D n d). Then in view of the definition of D 
(see (A.l) above) WV ND e for some v. Now Fact 27 shows WV +J~~(D) e. 
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(2) Assume 8 # en(D) c B. Since D itself is closed, there is a w E C* such that 
D n wZw # 0 and en(D) GL? - wP. 
Let BED such that w < /I, Then there is a v satisfying WV ND e. According to 
Fact 27 we have WV wcn(o) e. Hence, cn(D)nwvP =wv.cn(D), and cn(D)flwP = 0 
implies en(D) = 0, a contradiction. 0 
As a next result we need a topological property of strongly connected w-languages 
in F, fl GJ (cf. [13, Lemma 201). 
Lemma 29. Let D be a strongly connected w-language which is simultaneously in F, 
and in Gs. Then D is already closed. 
Proof. From [7] it is known that for every nonempty D E F, n Gh there is a w E C* 
such that D n wCw is nonempty and closed. Utilizing the strong connectivity of D we 
obtain a v E C* satisfying D n WV .P’ = WVD. The left-hand side of this identity equals 
(D n wP) n WV Co, thus it is closed. Consequently, WVD and also D are closed. 0 
The assertion of Lemma 13 can be restated now as follows. 
IfEEF,nG6 andEnwP#Q)then 
E > W * (5 : ~‘u(U < t -+ ib(WUV -E W))}. 
Proof. Set E/w := {p : w/i E E}, that is w. E/w = E n w Co. Hence E/w is also in Fb n 
Ga. According to Lemma 28(l) and Lemma 29 the set cn(E/w) is closed. Hence 
cn(E/w) = ET = {< :Y’u(u -+ l--+ 3v (wuv mE w))}, because of the equivalence x _&J/W y 
iff wx NE wy. Now the assertion follows from cn(E/w) C E/w. 0 
Appendix B. Independence examples 
Here we show that although the condition of Claim 17 fails to be a sufficient one, it is 
neither trivially satisfied nor does it necessarily imply one of the conditions ‘=E = %’ 
or ‘&E accepts E’ even in case if E is regular. 
First we give an example of an o-language E6 such that -& G MEW does not hold 
true. 
Example 6. Let C := {a, b} and E6 := {a, b}*aw . Then ~~~ is trivial. Hence -& is 
also trivial, but a ~~~ b. 
Consequently, neither 2i& and + coincide nor does J& accept E6. 
In the second example an w-language ET is given for which -g, c ME, holds, but 
neither NE, and SE, coincide nor does &&, accept ET. 
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Example 7. Define ET := (b*c~)~lJ(u~)*cu~~. The automaton LzZ’, has five states (e), (a), 
(bj, (4 and (cc), and is given by the following equations: 
(4 = (4 
(ab) = (h) = (ba) = (bb) 
i”c; 1 I”;) = (4 = 64 
ca c . 
One can see that L&, does not accept ET, and that (a2)*,a(a2)*,a*b{a,b}*,(~z)*ca*, 
a(a2)*ca*, and {u,b}*c{a,b,c}* - a*ca* are the congruence classes of NE_. 
Now consider the empty word e. Since c(ea)” = cue E ET but c(xa)“’ $ ET unless 
xEa*, we have that x ME, e implies x E a*. On the other hand we have bW $! ET and 
(ba” )” E ET for 12 > 0. Hence x z:E, e implies that x $ a* - {e}. Thus au NE, e but 
aa YE: e. 
Utilizing similar arguments it is easy to verify that %E, has the following congruence 
classes: {e},a+,a*b{a,b}*, and {a,b}*c{u,b,c}*. 
Since -z7 refineS z&, we obtain -,& 2 ZE; from the observation that w-g. e 
implies u’ = e. 
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